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A FLOWERING TREE 

MAZAY'S ARK 

HEARTH  

THE BAFFLING RACAROOS

8:28’ | India

07:41’ | Russian Federation

1:10’ | Canada 

1:50’ | Canada

2018 Max Shoham

Vanaja, a young woman who can magically turn 
into a flowering tree at will.  When her talent 
results in an unlikely marriage to the prince, 
Vanaja encounters his sister Kaikeyi, who is 
envious of her gift. This film uses cut out puppets 
manipulated by hand, to evoke the rich Indian 
tradition of oral storytelling. The background 
score is India's national instrument, Saraswati 
Veena rendered by Dr. Jayanthi Kumaresh.

The snow is melting, the water is rising - grandpa 
Mazay is collecting hares on his boat. But this 
time Mazay faces obstacles. This "saving 
parable "shows us that the rescue of a drowning 
man isn't always the drowning man's own job. 
This is a social film that touches upon the topic of 
consumer society.

The film explores the connection between 
citizens in a village: it attempts to show the 
power of giving, and how each and every citizen 
can make a contribution to the greater good. 
When we all give a bit of ourselves, the entire 
village benefits.

The Baffling Racaroos is a short documentary 
that chronicles the daily habits of the desert-
dwelling Racaroo. Best known for their unusual 
behaviour patterns, this doc dives deep into the 
age-old question: "What are Racaroos and why 
are they so weird?"

Student Shorts : Animation

Meera Krishnamurthy 2018

2018 Tatyana Chernilevskaya Melissa Menzies2019
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THE ENDLESS 

TOPS OF MEMORY 

THE STEPPES OF KHAZAR

VOID

4:10’ | Hong Kong

02:56’ | Japan

6:49’ | Germany 

7:54’ | Brazil

2019 Sofiia Melnyk

The protagonist realizes that his school 
classmates, overwhelmed by the pressure of 
assignments and unrealistic expectations, are 
gradually turning into pigs in a slaughterhouse. 
In the process of trying to escape, he discovers 
the truth about the cruel world. Can he break the 
cycle of “results are everything”?

With the doubt "Where I came from and how far I 
will go", I created "Tops of Memory".

The fate of the Khazar people, as it is told by their 
conquerors – loosely based on “Dictionary of the 
Khazars” by Milorad Pavic.

A woman is inside a spaceship drifting into 
space after the space station where she lived 
exploded. Time is relative, it is not known exactly 
how long passed, it is only known that it she has 
reached her limit. Faced with death, the 
delusions and memories of the other occupants 
of the ship become present, and it is almost 
impossible to stay sane.

Student Shorts : Animation

Yu Hoi Yan, Chan Yuk Ting, Lam Suet Yi,
Ku Yan Tung, Ng Tsz Yan, Sit Ka Wing 2019

2018 Jialiang Liu Camilla Zahn2018
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A PIECE OF HOPE 

AYSAN 

ALONE WITH EVERYBODY

BETTER THAN NEIL ARMSTRONG

12:38’ | Indonesia

19:55’ | Iran

12:38’ | Bangladesh 

20:00’ | Iran

2019 Risan Ahmed

One day at dawn, Ridwan, the mosque keeper, is 
surprised by the arrival of a transgender name 
Tary, who was praying subuh in the mosque 
lobby.  Before, Ridwan who was always wishing 
that the prayer in that mosque will increase, but 
he was confuse to see the sudden arrival of the 
transgender.  His confused mind was suddenly 
cleared when he saw Tary start coughing blood.

A man in an unofficial organisation rebuilds 
humans, he rebuilds people for those who lost 
their loved ones and want to have loved ones a 
few days.

The flesh covers the bone and they put a mind in 
there and sometimes a soul, and the women 
break vases against the walls and the men drink 
too much and nobody finds the one, but keep 
looking crawling in and out of beds. Flesh covers 
the bone and the flesh searches for more than 
flesh.

Four kids start their journey to the moon with the 
mission of finding a mysterious place called The 
Redland but the gates of Redland are being 
guarded by a mischievous snake.

Student Shorts : Live Action

Syahreza Fahlevi 2019

2019 Mehrshad Kheradmandi Alireza Ghasemi2019
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BLIND 

CLARK 

CHOICE PARALYSIS

DAYTIMEMOON

1:00  | India'

18:00  | Italy'

1:00  | Croatia'

14:52  | United States'

2019 Ivan Grgur

In a busy crowded railway station a man opens a 
tap to drink some water but leaves it closing 
properly. People are unable to listen the drop 
sound abut a blind man heard it despite the 
railway station's noise. He came by following the 
sound, closed the tap properly and came back. 
He again listen the same drop sound & opens his 
cane. Here Blind refers to common people.

On a large condominium terrace, a man is about 
to jump into the void. While he is about to launch 
himself, another mysterious man tries to dissect 
him. Their long conversation will have an 
unexpected outcome.

Having too much choice can sometimes be 
terrifying.

Dae Hyung bumps into his ex Rebecca while he's 
auditioning for the film called "Daytime Moon" 
which casts Asian leading roles.

Student Shorts : Live Action

Abhishek Swain 2018

2019 Andrea Ricciotti Kyung Sok Kim2019
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DISTANCE TOWARDS SEA

HEIMA (HOME) 

HERO

MANY HAPPY RETURNS

11:11  | India'

17:30  | Iceland'

15:00  | Czech Republic'

17:00  | Serbia'

2019 Ondřej Burda

Two different people who are coming from 
entirely different situation meet on a stranded 
beach at late night. Why are they there? How did 
they meet? How will these strangers become 
acquainted? The plot develop around their 
character study.

A young polish boy who has been raised in 
Iceland dreams of becoming a painter. Art it not 
something that is associated with his family and 
they have other expectations of him. So In order 
to get one step closer to living out his dreams he 
must then go behind his family back and face the 
consequence.

Ji í is a 60 year old simple man that lives his 
ordinary life in Czech housing estate. He works 
as a shop worker and his days are all the same. 
That starts to drive him crazy. He realizes that 
something is missing from his life. Something 
exiting. So he decides to become a superhero, 
just like he dreamed when he was a kid. Is he 
crazy? We will see.

ř

A thief, his dangerous accomplice and one 
poorly chosen victim - this will be a wonderful 
day for everyone.

Student Shorts : Live Action

Thomas George 2019

2019 Ottar Thorbergsson David Jovanović2019
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SLOW DEATH

THE BOX 

STORMY

THE CURSED LANGUAGE

12:12  | Iran'

10:00  | Turkey'

26:58  | Korea'

28:19  | India'

2019 Jeonggil Han

Talaat, the young girl, who after telling a 
frightening tale to her brother, suddenly lost her 
brother and mother. And then with the arrival of 
two strangers, Talaat finds out the truth.

What if your best friend's corpse appears in a 
mysterious box while you are waiting for him, 
what would you do? While teenage gamer Sarp 
does not know what to do with his corpse, the 
doorbell rings again. When he has not been 
getting out of shock yet, Anıl suddenly appears in 
front of the door...

Counselor Eeju gets an emergency call from her 
daughter's school. As Eeju is leaving her office, a 
distressed girl who resembles her, comes in.

Pranav has just moved in to Shillong, Meghalaya 
for his masters. Along with his newly formed 
friends he goes for a picnic, during which Naphi, 
a native girl shares with him the secret about a 
mysterious photograph in her remote village. 
Himself an enthusiastic photographer, he 
decides to uncover the mystery.

Student Shorts : Live Action

Amen Sahraei 2019

2019
Muhammet Enes Akdağ

Muhammed Şehid Sönmez Vipin C Vijayan2018
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THE DREAM FACTORY THE HOME AND THE WORLD25:18  | Korea' 12:30  | Korea'

2019 Monideep Saha

A principal has mobilised corruption to promote 
the school's reputation and launched a project to 
send out prestigious universities to the 
scholarship class.  Thus, Eun-pyo, who is 
unable to fulfil his dream, tries to go out of the 
scholarship class, but is overwhelmed by the 
principal.

Sandeep comes out of a show of The Home And 
World and is asked by a reporter how he liked the 
movie. It then turns into a play when we see three 
lead characters of the play by Rabindranath 
Tagore duke it out on stage, name Nikhilesh, 
Bimala, and Sandeep. It's a story of love triangle 
with politics. The cinema questions the reality not 
only of those character but everything.

Student Shorts : Live Action

Seung Jae Lee 2019
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